HEDGE TRIMMERS

Extra-sharp, double-reciprocating blades that slice “lightning quick” for precise cuts and edges.

Non-shafted models are available in either double-sided or single-sided configurations as well as two blade lengths for each. The blades are nickel-plated for long-lasting durability. Rubber grips allow for great comfort and control. The DH232 and DH235 feature a 180° rotating handle. The HT232 and HT235 are lightweight and equipped with a standard debris sweeper for easy clean-up. Shafted Hedge Trimmers offer a choice of fixed or articulating gear cases as well as shaft lengths from 33 in. to 59 in.
DH232
Combines light weight with full commercial features and performance.
• 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
• Double-sided 22.8 in. blades for best versatility
• Vibration-reduction system and rotating rear handle for operator comfort
• Front-facing exhaust improves plant health

DH235
Same features as DH232, but with longer 28 in. blades.
• 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
• Double-sided blades for best versatility
• Front-facing exhaust improves plant health
• Vibration-reduction system and rotating rear handle for operator comfort
• Durable plastic blade guard for professional-grade cut quality

HT232
Reliable 2-stroke engine and 28 in. nickel-plated, double-reciprocating blades.
• 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
• Forward-facing exhaust tube
• Debris sweeper removes cut material for a clean finish
• Single-sided blades for easy sculpting of round or complex shapes

HT235
Same features as HT232, but with longer 37.6 in. blades.
• 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
• Forward-facing exhaust tube
• Debris sweeper removes cut material for a clean finish
• Single-sided blades for easy sculpting of round or complex shapes

FH235
Combines light weight with a fixed gear case design for outstanding cutting performance.
• 21.2 cc 2-stroke engine
• Ergonomic rubber grips
• Mid-length 42 in. shaft for use on a variety of hedge heights
• Stepped gear case design places user and unit away from the hedge for best ergonomics

AHS262
Articulating gear case and well-balanced, short shaft allows incredible mid-reach performance and use.
• 25.4 cc 2-stroke engine
• Ergonomic offset articulating gear case allows easy cutting of hard-to-reach hedges
• 4.6:1 gear case ratio provides high torque

AH262
Articulating gear case and long reach combined with a powerful engine.
• 25.4 cc 2-stroke engine
• Ergonomic offset articulating gear case allows easy cutting of hard-to-reach hedges
• 4.6:1 gear case ratio provides high torque
• 21 in. blade length and 59 in. shaft length for maximum reach

See page 23 for specifications.